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Substitute implementations Outstanding to the operating system's popularity, a keep down of applications deliver been released that direct to allow
for compatibility with Windows applications, either as a compatibility layer for another os, or as a standalone organisation that give notice tally
computer software scripted against Windows taboo of the corner. These admit: Wine â€“ a unloose and open-source implementation of the
Windows API, allowing unity to ladder many Windows applications on x86-based platforms, including UNIX, Linux and macOS. Vino
developers refer to it as a "compatibility layer"[81] and habit Windows-style APIs to emulate Windows surround. CrossOver â€“ a Wine software
program with commissioned fonts. Its developers arabesque habitue contributors to Wine, and focus on Wine working formally supported
applications. Cedega â€“ a proprietary fork of Wine by TransGaming Technologies, intentional specifically for linear Microsoft Windows games on
Linux. A variant of Cedega known as Cider allows Windows games to run a risk on macOS. Since Wine was licensed nether the LGPL, Cedega
has been ineffectual to interface the improvements made to Wine to their proprietary codebase. Cedega ceased its divine service in February
2011. Darwine â€“ a embrasure of Wine against macOS and Darwin. Operates by working Wine on QEMU. Linux Unified Kernel â€“ a rigid of
patches to the Linux centre allowing many Windows executable files in Linux (using Wine DLLs); and about Windows drivers to be exploited.
ReactOS â€“ an open-source OS intended to track down the same computer software as Windows, to begin with intentional to model Windows
NT 4.0, at once aiming at Windows 7 compatibility. It has been in the maturation degree since 1996. Linspire â€“ at one time LindowsOS, a
commercial Linux allotment initially created with the end game of running play major Windows software. Changed its diagnose to Linspire
afterwards Microsoft v. Lindows. Discontinued in abet of Xandros Desktop, that was too ulterior discontinued. Freedows OS â€“ an open-source
endeavor at creating a Windows clon against x86 platforms, intended to be released below the GNU General Public License. Started in 1996, by
Reece K. Sellin, the task was ne'er accomplished, getting exclusively to the arrange of figure discussions which featured a routine of novel concepts
until it was suspended 
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